
I was recently thinking about my relationship with Eliot when some-
thing appeared on social media that caught my attention. I found a 
post on the alumni page for my grade school – St. Gabriel the Archan-
gel, eliciting nostalgic comments from those of us who had attended 
way back when. They posted a photo of the inside of the church, 
decked out with six Christmas trees, about four dozen poinsettias, and 
six large flower arrangements. These decorations were added to the 
backdrop of pink marble walls, fleur-de lis-and-cross stenciled wallpa-
per, seasonal liturgical drapes, as well as golden candelabras, candle-
sticks, and vases. On the mosaic-enhanced altar were a gold chalice, 
paten, and ciborium, and behind it was the golden, domed tabernacle.

Seeing these posts and pictures reminded me of my childhood, grow-
ing up in an affluent parish, yet feeling out of place. My preferences 
tended toward simplicity rather than lavishness, natural beauty over 
grandeur. I often thought of how much good could be done with the 
money that was invested in the trappings of an “elegant church.” To 

me, that opulence was incompatible with what church was all about. In fact, church to me was not a 
building – it was a community.

To me, church is not a grand building. It’s not even a building, at all. Church, to me, is a group of people 
who come together to support one another, to learn together how to be better human beings, to study the 
words of those who have come before, listen to the wisdom of fellow congregants and share their own 
understandings of humanity and spirituality, to develop a communal set of values and grow in their prac-
tice of those values.

More than ever, I see Eliot Chapel as my ideal church. Yes, it includes a building, but it is a modest one 
with a simple beauty. There are times when we decorate with flowers – sometimes blossoms from the 
gardens of congregants. Occasionally the walls are covered with treasured art, in the form of heirloom 
quilts. There are no golden chalices or tabernacles, only golden members – people who come together to 
celebrate, to mourn, to discuss, to share, and to embrace one another, even if virtually.

Social distancing in the past year has not meant doing without church for Eliot members – it has meant 
experiencing the church in a different way, as community during Sunday morning coffee hours on Zoom, 
as concerned advocates for racial equity in the Tuesday online vigils, as beloved congregants checking in 
with one another via e-mails, text messages, and phone calls, as developing friendships in virtual Cove-
nant meetings, and of course, as participants in the weekly online service. There are so many ways in 
which Eliot members reach out beyond the walls of the building to capture the true meaning of church.

Eliot Chapel is my church, one that embodies what a religious institution can and should be. I love that 
social justice is put into action through weekly offerings shared with organizations that lift up others. I am 
grateful for a discretionary fund that provides for congregants who are struggling. I appreciate Eliot’s 
doors being open, figuratively, if not literally, to those who are marginalized. This is a church I feel com-
pelled to support – through words, actions, and contributions. Eliot is a church where I don’t feel out of 
place. It is where I feel most at home. This is why I will be increasing my pledge this year. Eliot’s abun-
dance is not of gold or marble, but of the richness of its purpose.

http://www.eliotchapel.org/opendoors


Dear Eliot Chapel Friends,

Like many others, our family had a convoluted 
journey to Eliot Chapel. It started when two young 
Americans met in Germany – a teacher working 
for the Dept of Defense and a Lieutenant in the 
Army Corps of Engineers. She was an outspoken 
New Yorker and he was a reserved Midwesterner 
who had travelled the world as an Air Force “brat.”  

After he had completed his active duty stint we 
embarked on a new beginning in St Louis. It was 
June 1963 and we were getting ready to welcome 
our first child. Over the next 7+ years, we added 3 
more children. During those years we attended 
traditional Catholic parish churches. By the time 
our adopted son joined our family in April 1971, we 
had migrated to the Lower College Church at SLU. 

This was a progressive congregation and in 1973 the Cardinal disbanded our “radical” group. So, we 
needed to find a new “spiritual home” for our family. At this point our oldest son, HJ, started attending 
Eliot with some friends and the rest of the family was soon drawn into the amazing socially conscious 
world of Unitarianism!

Since 1974 we have drifted in and out of Eliot. Eventually we became members and have been involved 
in many activities. Currently we are active in the Black Lives Matter Vigil and the Immigration Justice 
Team. We are truly grateful for the opportunities these activities have given us to interact with so many 
talented, dedicated Eliot members. These experiences have truly enriched our lives and have given us an 
abundance of love and caring from other members! In addition to that we have always been grateful for 
Eliot’s commitment to social, racial and economic justice, since we have had a lifelong commitment to 
these goals.

Throughout our time at Eliot we have been committed to the financial stability of Eliot.This has led us to 
make monetary contributions through Pledge Drives and Special Fund Drives.

Although the Pandemic has been very difficult for all of us, our family has decided to increase our 
2021-2022 Pledge by 10%. We hope that you will consider giving as much as you can to support Eliot 
Chapel. 

In love and hope,

Barbara and Howard Gilby 

February 2021

http://www.eliotchapel.org/opendoors


Like many members, Bob and I started to attend 
Eliot Chapel when our son Ben began to attend 
the religious education program, in high school. 
We all realized he needed to find his place in a 
smaller community that shared the same values 
as our family, and close friends had also recom-
mended Eliot. Our hopes for Ben proved to work 
out really nicely and Bob and I enjoyed Sunday 
services, getting to know other Eliot members and 
parents. We were grateful to be welcomed into 
this community just about fifteen years ago.

Another common reason people find their way to 
Eliot is through their own spiritual journeys. Bob 
grew up Presbyterian in a family that was (and still 
are) pillars of their church and I grew up in a 
relatively large Catholic family and attended 
Catholic schools. As individuals and as a couple 
we both have explored non-Western spiritual 
traditions, while occasionally attending church with 
our families, and the openness to multiple faith 
perspectives as well as diversity of perspectives at 
Eliot has been very comforting and enriching.

Over time I have served in multiple volunteer roles 
at Eliot, from Madrigal wench to Board member, perennial Stewardship team member and my favorite 
role, Sunday greeter. I absolutely love to welcome everyone, explain a little about Eliot to guests and 
make connections to strengthen this vibrant community. I find that I probably receive more than I give in 
these volunteer positions.

While volunteering and investing in my community has always been a part of my core values, I’m particu-
larly drawn to supporting Eliot financially. This is because this community stands strong for social and 
environmental justice, causes quite important to all of us at this time and on this planet and especially on 
the corner of Taylor and East Argonne in Kirkwood. I consider my contribution to Eliot an investment in 
our collective future.

Our generosity as the Eliot community to reach out in solidarity, and humility, with determination to make 
the world a better place for all is quite profound. As our family is fortunate to be in a modestly comfortable 
financial position, especially when so many others are truly suffering, Eliot receives a large share of our 
charitable contributions each and every year. We are all very grateful for all that we receive in return. I’m 
now asking you to think about all you receive from Eliot and in turn consider making a generous for you 
pledge to support Eliot, it’s programs and vision of a better future for all.

http://www.eliotchapel.org/opendoors


My path to the doors of Eliot was indirect. I was raised Presbyterian, but did not feel connected to formal 
rights and rituals. As a young adult, I learned about Quakers, and became an active member of St. Louis 
Friends Meeting when Alissa and I moved to the area in 2002. However, while the silent meditative 
worship service fed me spiritually, the community was small, and only just able to make ends meet and 
"keep the lights on." Over time I realized that I wanted to belong to a community that was thriving and 
facing outward. A community that "opened its doors" to the world, welcoming people in, and proactively 
doing good for others. We moved to Kirkwood in 2015. On our first visit we looked around and saw signs 
that we were in the right place. There were notices and posters about environmentalism and social 
justice. People were talking about getting involved and making a difference. It took a few years to sort out 
where we fit in. Alissa, as a theater teacher, found a place supporting the Christmas pageant. Noah 
joined the Senior Youth group, and Levi the Middle School youth program. We attended marchs, BLM 
vigils, All Reads, Covenant Groups and social events. As a psychologist and professional leadership 
workshop facilitator, I was invited to join the Nominating Committee. And, each year, we've pledged to 
give to Eliot. We do this knowing that our contribution not only keeps Eliot running, additionally through 
Eliot we are all enabled to give to others beyond Eliot's walls. I believe that a gift to Eliot is a gift that has a 
positive ripple effect that will touch many lives and bring lasting abundance to everyone in our community.
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